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Workforce Management: Forecasting
Get ahead of future call volumes to improve
planning and staffing activities

Systems and processes to support every
engagement

Power up with the rest of the Liberty
Platform

Customer engagement volumes are more volatile
than ever. Increases in customer channels, external
influences and customer expectations have changed the
role of interaction volume management. The impact of
changing interaction volumes can have a profound effect
on customer experience (CX).

You can also add our other intelligent automation
tools, Liberty Create and RPA. Using the rest of the
Liberty Platform, you can:

Building a better view of interaction volumes and
connecting that to staff and skills coverage is vital to
maintaining customer experience and agent well-being.

• Further extend your CRM platform
• Streamline your back-office processes
• Extend your integrations into other back office
systems

• Uncover wholly new channels and offerings to
keep pace with your customers’ expectations.

Liberty Converse Workforce Management provides a rich
collection of workforce optimisation tools built around,
quality assurance, workforce management, adherence,
agent support and evaluation, skills management and
profiling tools.
Forecasting allows you to build predictions for intraday
and future interaction volumes. Based on historical,
or spot data, you can project future volumes and draw
comparisons in real time against actual call volumes.

Benefits at a glance:
Design your staffing based on
custom call forecasts

Build custom reports and dashboard
to suit your needs

Build and present forecasts in real
time

Take a deeper dive | Contact us today for a demo | Visit netcall.com
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Features at a glance:
Forecast based on historical or
point data

Custom reporting

Filter by skills, groups, media

Custom dashboards

The Liberty Advantage
Exceed your CX ambitions
Once you deploy Liberty Converse, further opportunities
open up in the Liberty Platform - conversational
messaging and automated self-service in Liberty
Connect and intelligent automation in Liberty Create
and Liberty RPA.
You can transform your omnichannel engagement
and digital process infrastructure with minimal risk by
automating processes quickly and easily to further
reduce the friction between your processes and
customer expectations.

Talk to us.
Contact us today for a demo visit
netcall.com
Or call us on 0330 333 6100 and say
“Transforming Engagement”
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